Whaleback Times
April 3, 2021
____________________________________________________________________________

Hello once again…we had a pretty good mild spell complete with rain and warm temperatures.
I was out on the trails today using classic waxless skis puttering around taking a few pics. It was
enjoyable using waxless skis but I wouldn’t recommend skating skis...just too many
obstacles(grass, dirt, rocks etc) breaking through the trail. I attached the pics below as a
caution...yes, the ski park is open and if you want to get some fresh air, go for it.
I summarize the condition of the trails as follows:
Hard crust - 70%
Ice covered - 5%
Water covered - 10%
Exposed ground - 15%
Might be time to consider shutting the club down for the season. More on that later this week.
Due to my limited technological ability, there isn’t any order to the way the pics are posted and
the direction I skied. I did have some pics of trail deterioration on Percy’s Path, Foxtrot and
Brave heart...they must have disappeared in the world wide web. A description is as follows:
Pic # 1 - OT - water around Witches Broom area. OT was good going till I entered this spot.
Plenty of flooding.
Pic # 2 - Across the entrance of Snowy Owl
Pic # 3 - Yellow Birch Hill on Snowy Owl
Pic #4 - Washout on Snowy Owl...luckily the classic skis got me around it.
Pic # 5 - On the way back to chalet I decided to do BTF in reverse. I skied 20 meters and was met
by 2 washouts
Pic # 6 - going uphill to enter Chicketty Hollow
Pic # 7 - another pic of Snowy Owl
Pic # 8 - Jack Rabbits having a Tug of War...their last session was today.

Happy Easter
Greg N.

